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Abstract: This paper presents a modified Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF)
model based on the Cauchy–Lorentz distribution that accurately characterizes the reflected energy
distribution of typical materials, such as metals and coatings in hemispherical space. The proposed
model overcomes the problem of large errors in classical models when detecting angles far away
from the specular reflection angle by dividing the reflected light into specular reflection, directional
diffuse reflection, and ideal diffuse reflection components. The newly added directional diffuse
reflection component is represented by the Cauchy–Lorentz distribution, and its parameters are
directly obtained from experimental measurement curves without distribution fitting. Surface
morphology and model parameters are determined through measurements, and the comparison
between simulation and actual measurement results shows that the modified BRDF model is in
excellent agreement with the measured data. The proposed model not only achieves higher accuracy
and universality, but it also represents a significant advancement in the field of BRDF modeling
research. Its contributions have profound implications for advancing the state of the art in BRDF
modeling, as well as having a broader impact on computer graphics and computer vision domains.

Keywords: BRDF; surface reflection; metals; coatings

1. Introduction

In the real world, most surfaces are not perfectly smooth or polished. Instead, they are
a collection of irregularities that cause light to scatter in various directions, though some
directions are often favored over others. A smooth surface only reflects light in the specular
direction, while a rough surface exhibits diffuse behavior due to diffraction caused by these
irregularities [1]. To characterize the reflective properties of a material, it is necessary to
define a function that determines the distribution of the reflected radiation based on the
distribution of the incident radiation. This function is known as the Bidirectional Reflection
Distribution Function (BRDF). BRDF theory has significant applications in many fields,
including optical remote sensing [2–4], object detection and identification [5–7], measuring
scattering and radiation at infrared and visible wavelengths for material diagnosis [8,9], and
environmental monitoring [10,11]. It has also been extended to cover emerging research
areas, such as 3D target reconstruction [12,13], animation [14,15], virtual reality [16,17], and
computer vision [18,19].
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BRDF models can be categorized into two main types [20]: empirical and analytical
models. Empirical models are based on experimental data and prior experience, while ana-
lytical models rely on a first-principles approach. Typically, most models are semi-empirical
in nature, meaning they combine elements of both approaches. Moreover, analytical models
include physical optics models and geometric optics models, where the geometric optics
model is a mathematical formula derived from the statistical properties of the actual uneven
surface’s microscopic geometric structure. According to the microfacet theory, the surface
is composed of many small microfacets, and the surface roughness is determined based on
the distribution of the microfacet normals. The general geometric optical model assumes
that the surface is composed of small surface elements tangent to the surface, each of which
follows the Fresnel reflection law. Therefore, the light scattering properties of a random
rough surface are the statistical result of light scattering from all small surface elements
or microfacets.

One of the most classic microfacet BRDF models was proposed by Torrance and Spar-
row (T-S model). Their model can be expressed as a linear combination of two terms:
specular and diffuse reflection [21,22]. The term specular reflection is related to the Fresnel
reflection function of the surface, the masking function, and the distribution function of
the small surface elements. The diffuse reflection term is assumed to obey Lambert’s
scattering law. Other microfacet BRDF models have also been developed, such as the Cook–
Torrance [23], Alternate Torrance–Sparrow [24], Priest Microfacet (unpolarized) [25,26],
Ward–Duer [27,28], Wellems [29], five-parameter statistical [30], and the seven-parameter
models [31], which can calculate the reflection of surfaces with certain properties. Col-
lectively, the microfacet BRDF models provide distinct mathematical representations of
surface reflection, with each model exhibiting its own set of advantages and limitations. By
selecting an appropriate BRDF model based on the surface properties and the desired level
of accuracy, the reflective characteristics of diverse surfaces can be efficiently analyzed and
simulated. However, previous studies predominantly assumed that the diffuse reflection
component within the BRDF model adheres to Lambert’s law, resulting in significant errors
between the viewing angle and specular reflection angle. To address this issue, our research
group developed a novel three-component BRDF model that is referred to as the T-C model.
This model effectively decomposes the diffuse scattering into directional diffuse and ideal
diffuse components [32,33]. The introduction of the T-C model represents a significant
advancement in terms of accurately capturing the complex reflectance behavior of surfaces,
ensuring improved fidelity and realism in rendering and simulation applications.

Existing studies of BRDF models predominantly focused on specific types of metals
or coating materials, limiting their general applicability to diverse surfaces. In this paper,
our aim is to overcome this limitation by characterizing the surface properties of typical
metals and satellite coatings. We analyze the interaction process between light and objects,
facilitating a comprehensive understanding of surface reflectance behavior. To achieve this
goal, we propose an innovative approach that utilizes the Cauchy–Lorentz distribution to
characterize the directional diffuse component of the BRDF model. This unique parameteri-
zation enables direct estimation of model parameters from experimental data, eliminating
the need for complex fitting procedures. This inversion of optimal model parameters is
accomplished using the simulated annealing algorithm, ensuring an accurate representa-
tion of surface reflectance characteristics. Experimental results demonstrate the superior
performance and general applicability of the proposed model than of classical models. It
exhibits higher accuracy in fitting metal and coating BRDF measurements, overcoming
the limitations of existing approaches. By providing a more comprehensive and accurate
characterization of surface reflectance, this study contributes to the advancement of BRDF
modeling and encourages its practical application in various domains.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Modeling of BRDF

The BRDF characterized the distribution of reflected energy in the hemisphere [34],
offering a quantitative description of the ways in which light is reflected from a surface.

f = BRDF(θi, ϕi; θr, ϕr) =
dLr(θr, ϕr)

dEi(θi, ϕi)
(sr−1) (1)

In this equation, θi and θr denote the angles between the incident and reflected beams
and the surface normal, respectively, and ϕi and ϕr denote the azimuthal angles of the
incident and reflected beams, respectively. Radiance L is the radiant power flow per unit
solid angle and unit area normal to the rays, and it has units of [W/m2·sr], while irradiance
E is the power flux density that irradiates a surface per unit area of the surface, and it has
units of [W/m2]. The geometry of the incident and reflected beams is shown in Figure 1.
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We studied the physical mechanism of the interaction between light and the object and
divided the reflected light into three components: specular, directional diffuse, and ideal
diffuse reflection. The interaction between light and the object is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The interaction between light and the object.

Specular reflection, directional diffuse reflection, and ideal diffuse reflection are rep-
resented by the variables fs, fdd, and fid, respectively. The reflection characteristics of a
material are influenced by the type of material and the incident conditions, which means
that the proportional coefficients ks, kdd, and kid of the three reflection effects could not
be determined through direct calculation. Instead, these coefficients had to be obtained
through experimental measurement. Therefore, the BRDF expression reads

f = ks · fs + kdd · fdd + kid · fid (2)
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We used the Torrance–Sparrow model, which is based on the geometric optics method
and the microfacet theory, to describe the specular reflection component. This model
satisfies Snell’s law of reflection and assumes that the slope of the microfacet follows
a random Gaussian distribution. We assumed that α represents the angle between the
macroscopic surface normal Z and the microfacet normal n, β represents half the angle
between the incident and reflection directions, and σ represents the surface roughness.
According to the Torrance–Sparrow BRDF model, the specular reflection component fs
could be expressed as follows:

fs(θi, φi; θr, φr) =
F · A f · G · P
4 cos θi cos θr

=
1

2π

1
4σ2

1
cos4 α

exp(− tan2 α
2σ2 )

cos θr cos θi
G(θi, φi; θr, φr) (3)

where F is the Fresnel reflectivity, A f is the microfacet area per unit area, P is the slope
distribution function of the microfacet, and G is the geometric attenuation of reflected light
caused by the shadowing and shading effect that occurs between adjacent microfacets.

G(θi, θr, ϕ) = min(1,
2 cos α cos θr

cos β
,

2 cos α cos θi
cos β

) (4)

The directional diffuse reflection was formed when light bounces off the uneven
surface of a sample multiple times. Due to the complexity of this process, there was no
complete mathematical expression for describing multiple reflections. However, Wang
found, in his experiments, that the spatial distribution of multiple reflected light beams
from metal materials is Gaussian in nature [32], and he proposed an empirical expression
for the BRDF, as shown in Equation (5). Similarly, Liu observed that the distribution of
directional diffuse-reflected light has the characteristics of a high cosine function [33],
which is similar to the Phong model [35]. By fitting the coating material, he proposed an
expression of the multiple reflected component as a high cosine function on the reflection
angle, as shown in Equation (6).

f w
dd(θi, φi; θr, φr) =

1√
2πσm

e−(θr
2/2σm

2) (5)

f L
dd(θi, φi; θr, φr) = cosn θr (6)

where the parameter σm and n are acquired via fitting with the experimental data.
In this study, the Cauchy–Lorentz distribution, which is often used in the analysis

of spectral curves, was utilized to fit and describe the directional diffuse reflectance. The
BRDF expression is given as:

fdd(θi, φi; θr, φr) =
1
π

[
γ

(θr)
2 + γ2

]
(7)

where γ is the scale parameter of half width at half the maximum value. The parameter γ
was distinct from σm, and n and did not require the use of an algorithm to fit the parameters
suitable for a specific type of sample, such as metal or coating. It represented half of the
half-wave width of the actual spectral line and can be directly obtained via the experimental
data curve. This feature made the whole BRDF model more versatile and widely applicable
to a variety of target materials. Furthermore, by adjusting other parameters of the model,
we could analyze the physical meaning of γ and its impact on the overall BRDF expression.

Ideal diffuse reflection occurred when the beam entered the subsurface of the sample
and penetrated the surface after interacting with the interior material. This component’s
spatial distribution was uniform throughout the entire hemisphere. Therefore, fid was a
constant:

fid = 1 (8)
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2.2. BRDF Experimental Measurement
2.2.1. Sample Surface Characterization

The surface topographies of four materials, namely Al, Cu, satellite-coating material
SR107, and S781, were measured using the LEXT OLS4000 produced via OLYMPUS. The
LEXT OLS4000 employed a laser light source that was meticulously focused on the sample
surface using an objective lens. The collected light reflected from the sample was then
directed through a confocal pinhole before reaching a detector. This confocal configura-
tion enabled the instrument to conduct precise measurements of surface topography by
selectively capturing the light originating solely from the focal plane. Consequently, it
significantly enhanced imaging quality and facilitated the accurate reconstruction of the
three-dimensional morphology of the sample. In this paper, we utilized the LEXT OLS4000
to accurately assess the surface roughness and topography of the target material. The
surface roughness values for Al, Cu, SR107, and S781 were 0.142 µm, 0.070 µm, 0.206 µm,
and 0.116 µm, respectively. The device and the four materials are depicted in Figure 3a,b.
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2.2.2. Experiment Device

The experimental setup, as shown schematically in Figures 4 and 5, comprised a
632.8 nm He–Ne laser, a S130C photodiode power meter head and PM100A analog hand-
held laser power meter head acquired from Thorlabs, a measurement dial, and a control
unit. The experiment was conducted in a darkroom environment to minimize the error
caused by stray light. As the laser light source instrument was relatively complex and
precise, the light source was fixed during the experiment, and the control system rotated
the tested sample and the detector. The distance between the illumination and detection
points used in the measured sample were kept constant at different angles. The light source
was irradiated perpendicularly to the sample surface, and the rotating detector received the
light reflected by the sample surface in the range of −80 to 80◦. The sample was rotated 10◦

clockwise, and the detector repeated the above steps until the reflected light distribution of
the entire incident surface at different incident angles from 0 to 80◦ was obtained.

Firstly, we validated our measurement equipment by measuring the reflectance of a
standard aluminum sheet with a specular surface and measuring the BRDF of a standard
whiteboard with a Lambertian surface. We used the relative root mean square error (RMSE
δ) to quantify the deviation of our results from the theoretical value. The δ parameter is
defined as follows:

δ =

√
1
N ∑

(
fmeasured − ftheoretical

fmeasured

)2
(9)

in which f measured denotes the measured data, and f theoretical denotes the theoretical value.

f = BRDF =
dLr(θr, ϕr)

dEi(θi, ϕi)
=

Ir
cos θr

dω

Ii
cos θi

· cos θidω
=

Ir

Ii · cos θr
(10)
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As can be seen from the comparison between the measured results and the theoretical
values shown in Figures 6 and 7, the error δ of our equipment was very small, being less
than 0.06% for specular reflection and 0.75% for Lambert’s reflection. In Figure 7, the
selection of BRDF·cosθr as the ordinate was derived from Equation 10, which started with
the definition of BRDF. By substituting the definitions of irradiance and radiance into the
BRDF formula, considering a fixed light source with a constant incident light intensity,
there existed a cosine coefficient between the BRDF value and the light intensity measured
using the detector. This choice allows accurate representation of the relationship between
the BRDF value and the detector’s light intensity. These results demonstrate that our
measurement equipment is highly accurate and reliable.
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3. Results

Using the Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA), we implemented the model param-
eters. SAA is a random search algorithm based on the Monte Carlo iterative calculation
method and can find the global optimal solution during simulated annealing. In this study,
optimization is the process of finding the minimum or maximum solution to the objective
function in the solution space. The optimization criterion for selecting model parameters is
to minimize the standard mean square error between the simulated and measured data [36].
The objective function is defined as follows:

E(x) =
∑
θi

∑
θr

g1(θi)g2(θr)[ fr−model (θi, θr, ϕr)− fr−measured (θi, θr, ϕr)]
2

∑
θi

∑
θr

g1(θi)g2(θr)[ fr−measured (θi, θr, ϕr)]
2 (11)

where x = [ks, kdd, kid]T represents the column vector; ks, kdd, and kid are the empirical
parameters of the model; fr−measured represents the measured BRDF data, and fr−model
represents the calculated BRDF data. The weight functions g1(θi) and g2(θr) adjust the
influence of each error on the total error when the measurement distance is uneven. The
selection of the weighting function depends on the purpose of modeling and the accuracy
of measurement of uneven distances. The detailed algorithm process can be found in
Appendix A. In this study, the experimental data are measured at equal intervals of 1.
The parameter γ is obtained by calculating its half-wave width from the experimental
curve. The best fit values for both metal samples are found to be kdd = 75,630, kid = 24, and
γ = 47, while for both coating samples, the best fit values are kdd = 33,900, kid = 24, and
γ = 74. These findings suggest that the multiple reflection and volume scattering values
remain constant for different incident angles θi. The coefficient of the specular component
ks increases with θI, as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The values of the ks of the four samples in different incident angles.

Incident Angle θi 20◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦ 60◦ 70◦

Al 362 397 398 816 887 1425
Cu 164 193 211 245 249 392

SR107 7 48 51 54 54 148
S781 7 11 13.5 32 141 553

Thus, the complete expression of the BRDF models for metal materials and coating
materials can be written as:

fmetal = ks ·
1

2π

1
4σ2

1
cos4 α

exp(− tan2 α
2σ2 )

cos θr cos θi
G + 75, 630

1
π

[
47

(θr)
2 + 472

]
+ 24 (12)
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fcoating = ks ·
1

2π

1
4σ2

1
cos4 α

exp(− tan2 α
2σ2 )

cos θr cos θi
G + 33, 900

1
π

[
74

(θr)
2 + 742

]
+ 24 (13)

Figure 8 illustrates the top view of the simulated 3D BRDF for the four samples with
θi = 40◦. The metal materials, such as Al and Cu, display sharper specular peaks than the
coatings, such as SR107 and S781, which have smoother peaks. The surface roughness also
has an impact on the BRDF peak, where rough surfaces have lower peaks than smooth
surfaces made from the same material. Specifically, sample Cu has a sharp peak and distinct
specular reflection, while sample Al has a slightly broader peak and a more extended tail.
Samples SR107 and S781 have even broader and smoother peaks, indicating less distinct
specular reflection. These observations indicate that the BRDF of a surface depends on both
its material and surface roughness.
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Figure 8. Top view of four-sample-simulated 3D BRDFs with incident angles of θi = 40◦: (a) Al;
(b) Cu; (c) SR107; (d) S781.

Figure 9 shows the spatial distribution of BRDF values of coating SR107 in the upper
hemisphere at various incident angles. The Figure 9a–d correspond to incident angles of
θi= 20◦, 30◦, 40◦, and 50◦, respectively. The top view of the hemisphere illustrates the varia-
tions in BRDF values with respect to the incident angle. Specifically, as the incident angle
increases, a peak near the angle that is greater than the specular reflection angle becomes
apparent, which can be attributed to the presence of shadow occlusion factors, a finding
that is consistent with the commonly observed off-specular reflection peak phenomenon in
experiments. This visual representation of the simulation model can be applied to remote
sensing detection, such as space detection.

As shown in Figures 8 and 9, our model exhibits azimuthal symmetry. Therefore,
to verify the Cauchy–Lorentz modified BRDF model proposed in this paper, we chose
to test it at incident angles of 30◦, 40◦, and 50◦ when the azimuth angle is equal to π.
Figures 10 and 11 compare the measured BRDF data of the four samples with the simulation
results of the T-S model, the T-C model, and the model proposed in this paper. It should
be noted that f/f(θi) values in the graph are normalized with respect to their values at the
specular angle (θi = θr).

In Figure 10, we compare the simulated and measured BRDFs of two metal samples: Al
and Cu. It can be observed that the classical T-S model exhibits large errors in regions where
the reflection angle deviates significantly from the specular angle. This outcome occurs
because the T-S model assumes that the diffuse reflection component follows Lambert’s law,
which is not always accurate in practice. In contrast, our proposed Lorentz–Cauchy modi-
fied model shows excellent agreement with the experimental results of the two samples,
exhibiting higher accuracy than the T-C model proposed by Wang [32].
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Figure 11 shows the simulated and measured BRDF of two coating samples: SR107 and
S781. Compared to metal materials, coating materials exhibit a flatter BRDF distribution,
which is consistent with the fact that real-world coating materials tend to reduce the specu-
lar component of surface reflection. The T-S model, which neglects directional reflection,
shows significant errors when the reflection angle deviates far from the specular angle,
especially for the S781 coating sample, where the error is particularly large. In contrast, our
proposed Lorentz–Cauchy modified model provides a better fit for the experimental results
of both samples and exhibits higher accuracy than the T-C model proposed by Liu [33].

As shown in Figures 10 and 11, the observed differences in the BRDF values between
Al and Cu, as well as between SR107 and S781, can be attributed to variations in their
roughness and material properties. It is evident that the BRDF values are influenced not
only by the incident and outgoing angles and the wavelength of light, but also by surface
properties, such as surface roughness and microstructure. These surface properties play
a crucial role in determining the scattering behavior and the resulting BRDF values. The
BRDF peak becomes sharper and higher as the incident angle θi increases. This result
occurs because the specular component fs reaches higher peaks at larger incident angles.
Therefore, it is crucial to consider the incident angle when modeling the BRDF of a surface.
The proposed modified model effectively overcomes the limitations of the conventional
T-S model and accurately models the BRDF of both metal and coating materials by taking
into account the directional diffuse reflection. It should be noted that the directional diffuse
reflection is more pronounced when the reflection angle θr is around 0◦, and it gradually
weakens as the reflection angle increases. Therefore, accurate modeling of the directional
diffuse reflection component is critical for characterizing the BRDF of a surface. In summary,
the proposed model has the potential to enhance the accuracy of remote sensing detection,
including space detection, by improving the modeling of light interaction with various
surface materials.

4. Discussion

Figure 12 compares the Modified, T-C, and T-S models for the four samples at
θi = 30◦, 40◦, and 50◦. The cumulative bar graph errors for the four materials are cal-
culated according to Equation (9), and the δ values of the three models are presented in
Tables 2 and 3. RMSE1, RMSE2, and RMSE3 represent the root mean square error between
the T-S, T-C, and modified models proposed in this paper, respectively, as well as the
experimental measurement values. It is evident that RMSE3 is the smallest value under
the same incident angle, indicating the modified model has the highest accuracy. Percent-
age drops 1 and 2 indicate the increase in accuracy for the modified models compared
to the T-S model and the T-C model, respectively. For all four materials, the improved
model exhibited a significant increase in accuracy compared to the T-S model, ranging from
0.18 to 84.75%, with an average improvement of 57.16%. Similarly, compared to the T-C
model, the improved model showed an average increase in accuracy of 30.61%, with the
lowest increase being 0.54% and the highest increase being 67.41%. Therefore, our proposed
Cauchy–Lorentz modified model significantly enhanced the accuracy and universality of
BRDF modeling and effectively described the distribution characteristics of reflected energy
for both metal and coating materials in the hemisphere.

Table 2. RMSE between the three models and the measured values for metals.

Al Cu

30◦ 40◦ 50◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦

RMSE 1 0.1069 0.0578 0.2749 0.0587 0.0317 0.1110
RMSE 2 0.0273 0.0382 0.2733 0.0198 0.0213 0.1114
RMSE 3 0.0163 0.0257 0.2533 0.0182 0.0167 0.1108

Percentage decrease 1 84.75% 55.54% 7.86% 68.99% 47.32% 0.18%
Percentage decrease 2 40.29% 32.72% 7.32% 8.08% 21.60% 0.54%
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Table 3. RMSE between the three models and the measurements for the coating.

SR107 S781

30◦ 40◦ 50◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦

RMSE 1 0.0635 0.0885 0.1089 0.1501 0.1351 0.0921
RMSE 2 0.0501 0.0445 0.0654 0.0690 0.0355 0.0537
RMSE 3 0.0307 0.0288 0.0404 0.0329 0.0267 0.0175

Percentage decrease 1 51.65% 67.46% 62.90% 78.08% 80.24% 81.00%
Percentage decrease 2 38.72% 35.28% 38.23% 52.32% 24.79% 67.41%
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, based on the Cauchy–Lorentz distribution theory, a general three-
component BRDF model is proposed for typical materials, such as metals and coatings. The
model considers the specular component, which is described via the microfacet theory, as
well as the directional and ideal diffuse reflectance components. The directional diffuse
reflectance is obtained via the measured Cauchy–Lorentz distribution, and its parameters
are directly determined by the half-wave width of the measured curve. The ideal diffuse
reflectance is uniformly distributed, and the proportions of the three components are deter-
mined using the simulated annealing algorithm. The modified model, when compared to
the classical T-S and T-C models, exhibits a significant reduction in error for reflection angles
that are far away from the specular reflection angle, with average error reductions of 0.0551
and 0.0160, respectively. Additionally, the proposed model demonstrates improved accuracy
in the hemispherical reflection surface, with average improvements of 57.16 and 30.61%
compared to the T-S and T-C models, respectively. These findings highlight the superior
performance of the modified model in accurately characterizing the scattering behavior in
these scenarios. The model is verified experimentally, demonstrating its ability to accurately
describe the reflection behavior of metal and coating surfaces in hemispherical spaces.

This paper focuses on investigating the scattering distribution characteristics of metals
and coating materials at specific wavelengths, and the proposed model is validated based on
typical targets. However, to broaden the scope of our research and explore its applicability
under different scenarios, it is essential to quantitatively verify the model’s performance
under varying boundary conditions, particularly when dealing with multiple wavelengths.
Additionally, we have plans to extend our study to encompass a wider range of materials,
including diffuse materials and those with multilayer structures. By conducting these
investigations, we aim to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the scattering
behaviors exhibited by different material types. These future research endeavors will
contribute to the ongoing development and refinement of our model, enabling its practical
application in various fields.
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Appendix A. Optimization Process Using Simulated Annealing Algorithm

1. Objective Function:

• The objective function, which is denoted as ‘E(x)’, represents the function to
be minimized;

• The input parameter x contains the coefficients that will be optimized: ‘ks’, ‘kdd’,
and ‘kid’.

2. Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA) Parameters:

• ‘initial_temperature’: the initial temperature of the annealing process;
• ‘final_temperature’: the termination temperature at which the annealing process

stops;
• ‘cooling_rate’: the rate at which the temperature decreases during the annealing

process;
• ‘max_iterations’: the maximum number of iterations allowed;
• ‘tolerance’: the convergence threshold for the optimization process.

3. Parameter Range:

• ‘lb’: the lower bound of the parameter range for ‘ks’, ‘kdd’, and ‘kid’;
• ‘ub’: the upper bound of the parameter range for ‘ks’, ‘kdd’, and ‘kid’.

4. Initialization:

• Initialize the SAA with the following variables:

• ‘current_temperature’: set the initial temperature to initial_temperature;
• ‘current_solution’: randomly initialize a solution within the parameter

range defined based on ‘lb’ and ‘ub’;
• ‘best_solution’: set the best solution as the current solution;
• ‘best_cost’: set the best cost as the objective function value of the current

solution;
• ‘history’: an array to store the objective function values during the optimiza-

tion process.

5. Optimization Iterations:

• Iterate the optimization process as follows:

• Generate a new solution by perturbing the current solution based on the
current temperature;

• Constrain the new solution within the parameter range defined based on
‘lb’ and ‘ub’;

• Calculate the objective function value for the new solution;
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• Decide whether to accept the new solution based on the objective function
value and the current temperature;

• Decrease the temperature based on the cooling rate;
• Check for termination conditions: if the temperature is below the final

temperature or the objective function change is below the tolerance, stop the
optimization process.

6. Output:

• Display the optimal solution values for ‘ks’, ‘kdd’, and ‘kid’ found during the
optimization process;

• Display the corresponding minimum objective function value.

7. Convergence Curve:

• Plot a graph showing the convergence of the objective function values over
the iterations.
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